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Existence theory for a new class of variational problems. 1
Introduction.
The aim of this paper is to present a mathematical theory where problems of the type
(0.1) inf{ f f(x,u, Vu) dx + p(Xu u 1u) dXn.(x)} u: n c R' Rk
can be stated and have a solution. In (0.1), Vu is a differential, Su is a set of discontinuities which depends
on u and is not prescribed a priori, u+, u- are asymptotic values of u near a discontinuity point, v, is
normal to Su, and Xn,-i is the Hausdorff (n - 1)-dimensional measure.
The canonical example of functional in (1) is
(0.2) I[IVuI2 + CIu- w12] dx + P)n-(Su) (a, S > 0, W E LOO()).
In the case n = 2 this functional has been recently proposed by Mumford-Shah (see [32], [33]) to study, by a
variational approach, problems of image segmentation. In this case the function w represents an image given
by a camera. By the minimization of the functional (0.2) it is possible to detect the 'real" discontinuities of
w, and the discontinuities due only to the digitalization process are smoothed. We prove that the functional
(0.2) admits at least one minimum; a recent result of De Giorgi-Carriero-Leaci (see [15]) shows that any
solution u of the minimization problem is C' outside S-, and X.,-1 (S, n Qf \ Su) = 0.
In order to give a precise mathematical meaning to the minimization problem (0.1), the first problem we
face is to specify a class of functions such that Vu, u+ , u-, vu exist, at least in an approximate sense. To
do this we follow the ideas of [18]. Since we are concerned with sets of 'jumps" S,, it is natural to think as
domain of the functional in (0.1) the space BV(f; Rh) of functions u such that all the k components u( j ) are
functions of bounded variation. Unfortunately, even if the functional in (0.1) is well defined on BV(Q; R?),
it is not coercive in this space. The reason of this phenomenon is the following. The distributional derivative
Du of a function u E BV(f; Rk) can be split into three parts (see [4]):
(0.3) Du = Vu -,, + (u+ - -) Vu ,n-. IS,, + cu
The first term in (0.3) corresponds to the absolutely continuous part of Du with respect to Lebesgue n-
dimensional measure £n. The second term is a (n - 1)-dimensional measure, because S, is a-finite with
respect to Mn-1. On the contrary, the measure Cu is "diffuse" and singular with respect to £C,, and it
may have support on sets which have Hausdorff dimension between n - 1 and n. Recalling the well known
function of Cantor-Vitali, we have called in [18] the measure Cu 'Cantor" part of the derivative Du, because
for this function Du = Cu is a measure whose support is Cantor's middle third set.
Since the functionals in (0.1) control only the n-dimensional part and the (n - 1)-dimensional part of
the derivative, we have defined in [18] the 'special" functions of bounded variation as the functions u E
BV (0; Rk) such that Cu = 0 in (0.3). We use the notation SBV(f; R k ) to denote this space of functions. In
many cases the functionals in (0.1) are coercive in SBV(fl; R k ) (see theorem 2.1). In some cases coerciveness
may fail (see example 5.3), and an enlargemnet of SBV(O; R k) is needed, setting
GSBV(0; R k ) = {u: 0 - Rk: +(u) E SBVIoc(f; R k ) for every b E Cl(Rk ) with supp(Vq) cc Rk}.
In §1 we show that the functionals in (0.1) are well defined in GSBV(f0; Rk). In the next section we prove
that coerciveness is ensured provided the following conditions are satisfied
f (, U, p) > lula + IplS, (x u, UV, V) > C A IU- vl7
with a > 0, / > 1, 3 < 1, c > 0. The proof of the coerciveness follows by a compactness theorem proved in
[4] in the scalar case (k = 1).
In §3 we investigate about the semicontinuity of functionals in (0.1). The main difficulty arises from the
term
f (S , u+, u-,,, ) dn-,1(x)
S"
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and we focus our attention mainly on this integral. Following the results of [6], which are relative to the
restriction of the functionals to the set
{u E SBV(fl; Rk) :u(x) E T a.e. in fl}
with T c R k of finite cardinality, we identify two conditions on V related to semicontinuity. The first one,
named BV- ellipticity resembles Morrey quasi-convexity ([12], [31]) and it is necessary and sufficient for
semicontinuity, at least if (p is a continuous function. This condition, however, is not easy to be handled,
because is given by an integral inequality. To overcome this difficulty, we have found a condition which is
sufficient for semicontinuity, and which can be easily checked in many practical cases (see example 5.1). The
condition is the following: there exists a convex and weakly* lower semicontinuous function ye defined on the
space of Radon measures p: B(Rk) -, R' such that
op(a, b, lP )IPl = O(p(6a - 8b))
whenever a, b E R k , p E R" \ (0)}, and a 6 b. This condition is trivially satisfied by the integrand in (0.2),
the function y being simply equal to 3/2 times the total variation.
In §4, putting together the results of §2 and of §3, we prove by the direct method of the Calculus of Variations
some existence theorems for minimization problem (0.1).
The last section is devoted to the discussion of some examples. Firstly, we see how BV-ellipticity and
biconvexity can be easily identified and turn out to be equivalent conditions for some special classes of
integrands. In particular, we show that our results yield a solution of the segmentation problem (0.2).
We discuss also about the problem of findind the 'best' piecewise affine function near a given function
w E L2 (fl), by minimizing the functional
f lVul2 dx + pX.. 1(SvU) + a f Iu - W2 dx.
n n
Finally, we consider minimization problems of the type
min{ f (x, u, Vu) dx + f (u*, v) dn- ($)
n an
(u* denotes the trace on the boundary) and we suggest weak formulation of these problems in SBV(fl; R k )
which lead to the study of relaxed functionals. Problems of this type may occur in connection with the static
theory of liquid crystals ([18], [13], [211, [261).
1. Approximate limits, approximate differentials and functions of bounded variation.
We first state the notations frequently used in this paper. We denote by 4, the Lebesgue n-dimensional
measure in R" and by X,-i the Hausdorff (n - 1)-dimensional measure in Rn. Let Qf c R" be an open
set; we denote by B(f) the v-algebra of Borel subsets of fl. We set also IEl = Z,(E) for every Borel set
E c R n , and we denote by n,,lk the space of linear mappings L: Rn - RH.
In this section we shall give a precise mathematical definition of functionals of the type
F(u) = f(x, u, Vu) dx + f O(xu+,u u v)d)n 1(x)
n S,
where Vu is a differential, S,, is the set of jumps, u+, u- are asymptotic values near the jump points, and
v, is normal to S,. To do this, we need first to define a notion of limit 'up to negligible sets" for Borel
functions.
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Let (E, d) be a compact metric space, let f C R' be an open set, and let x E fl, F E B(fl) such that
(1.1) IBp(x)nFI >O Vp>O.
We say that z E E is the approximate limit in x of a Borel function u: n -e E in the domain F and we
write
z = ap lim u(y),
yEF
if
f g(u(y)) dy
(1.2) lim Bp(x) = g(z) Vg: E -- R, g continuous.P-O.-o+ IB,(z)n FI
We denote by C(E) the algebra of continuous real valued functions defined in E. Since the algebra C(E)
separates points, the approximate limit if exists is unique. We set also
(1.3) S = (z E f: does not exist ap lim u(y)},
yEn
and we denote for simplicity by ii: 0 \ Su --, E the function
(1.4) U(z) = ap lim u(y).
yEn
In the following proposition we list the main properties of approximate limits (the most important, for our
purposes, is given in (v)) and we show the equivalence of our definition with other ones existing in the
literature (see [22], [391).
Proposition 1.1.Let x E n, F E B(fl) satisfying (1.1), and let u: 0 -- E be a Borel function. The
following six statements hold:
(i) z = ap lim u(y) lim I{Y E B,(z) n F: d(u(y), z) < = 1 e > ;
W X p,--.o+ IB,(z) n Fj
f d(u(y), z) dy
(ii) z = ap lim u(y) Z lim Fl =)nF
Y--+ P.-+o+ IB,(x) n Fi0yEF
(iii) z = ap lim u(y) =* h(z) = ap lim h(u)(y)y-.*X y-X
yEF yEF
for every compact metric space (E, d) and every continuous function h: E E;
(iv) z = ap lim u(y) ? z ap lim v(y)
yEF yEF
for every Borel function v: n -- E such that
lim I{y E B,(z) n F: u(y) = v(y)}l
p o+ IB.p() n Fl
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(v) Let 7 c C(E) be a set of functions which separates points. Then
3 ap lim u(y) - 3 ap lim +(u)(y) VB E 7;
yEF yEF
(vi) Su is a Borel set, ISI = , : n \ Su - E is a Borel function and ii(y) = u(y) for a.e. y E n \ S=.
Proof. (i) Assume that z E E is the approximate limit, and let g, E C(E) such that 0 < g, - 1, g,(z) = 1
and g, = 0 outside B(z, e). We have
f g(tu(y))dy
liminf I{E Bp(x) n F: d(u(y), z) < e} B,(])nF
liminf > liminf g(z)PCO+ IBp(l)n FI 2p-.O+ BP n If
Conversely, let z E E such that
Jim I{Y E Bp( ) n F : d(u(y ),z) < } =1 Ve > 0,
p- o+ IBp(Z) n Fl
and let g E C(E). Since
f ig(u(y))-_ g(z)l dyfB(x)n ()F < 21) )dI{y E B,() n F: d(u(y), z) > e} + sup{lg(w) - g(z)l: d(z, w) < e),
IB,(x) n F1 IBp(x) n F[
by letting first p -- 0+ and then e -+ 0+ we get
f g(u(y)) dy
B,(g)n=
li ra -g(z).p.-o+ IB.p(2) n FI(
(ii) follows by (i), and (iii), (iv) are straightforward consequence of the definitions.
(v) By (iii), the implication => is trivial. Since the approximate limit commutes with sums and products,
there is no loss of generality if we assume that 7 is an algebra of functions. Assume that in x E fl every
function +(u) with 4 E 7 has an approximate limit to and set for g E C(E), p > 0
f g(u(y)) dy
Bp( s)nF
L(g, p) = B,(x)nF
Since 7 is dense in C(E), the function L(g, p) admits a limit as p -, 0+ for every g E C(E), because this is
true for every function g E 7. By Riesz's representation theorem, there exists a probability measure 1z in E
such that
~~~~(1.5) ~lim. L(g,p) = g d Vg E C(E)
E
By (1.5), our statement will be proved if IA is a Dirac measure 6& for some z E E. To prove this, we put in
(1.5) g = Ab(+) for some b E C(R), 0 E 7 and we get
(1.6) c0t) = / (f dA.
Equality (1.6) remains true by approximation even for semicontinuous bounded functions 6. In particular,
taking t 4,(t) = 1 if t = tO and t&(t) = 0 otherwise, we obtain ,p(O-l(tk)) = 1 for every b E 7. If 7' is a
countable dense subfamily of jr, setting
K= n ~-l(tt)
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we find that Iz(K) = 1; on the other hand, since 7' separates points in E, K contains exactly one point
z E E, that is, I is a Dirac measure.
(vi) We prove first the statement under the assumption that E is a closed interval of the real line R endowed
with the Euclidean distance. Under this assumption, it can be seen that (see [221, 2.9.12)
s. = {X E n: U.(x) < U+(x)}
where u_, u+ : l -, R are the Borel functions ([221, 4.5.9) defined by
u_(x) = sup{t E [-oo, +ooj: lim IBp(x) n {y E 1: u(y) < t} = 0},
,-o+ Isp(x)I
u+(x) = inf{t E [-°o, +ool lim: IBp(x) n {y E 0: u(y) > t}l = 0}
p--o+ IBp(x)l
In particular, S, is a Borel set. In addition, it is well known that
limr p- /f u(x)-u(y)ldy=O for a.e. x l,
and by (ii) we obtain that ISul = 0 and ai = u almost everywhere. Now we turn to the general case. By (iii)
and (v) one gets
Su=U SO(u);
4EY
+(u) = +(u) a.e. in g \ Su VO E 7;
for every countable dense family of functions 7. In particular, Su is a negligible Borel set and fi = u almost
everywhere. Finally, fi is a Borel function because
{x E 0 \ S, : i(x) E B(z, r)} = {x E t \ S : liminf IBp(x) n {y E : d(u(y), z) < r = 1}p-.o+ lBp(x)l
for every z E E, r > 0, and
x , liminf IBp(x Bp-o+ IBp(x)l
is a Borel function for every set B E B(f). q.e.d.
In the following sections we shall deal with functions u: 0 --4 Rk. We take R k = Rk U too} the one point
compactification of Rh and we consider these functions as functions with values in R'. The set Su and ii are
defined as in (1.3), (1.4); in particular, the function fi is allowed to take the value oo, but the set {Li = oo}
is negligible.
Using the same ideas, it is possible to define approximate differentials. Let ut: 0 -- R be a Borel function,
and let x E Sl\S, such that it(x) $ oo. We say that a linear mapping L E £n,k is the approximate differential
of u at z if
ap lim Iu(y)-i(x)- (L, y -) 0.
ly-zlyEO
The approximate differential if exists is unique, and we shall denote it by Vu(x). The following proposition
lists the most useful properties of approximate differentials.
Proposition 1.2. Let u: f -_ Rk be a Borel function and let x E 01 \ S, with fi(x) y oo. The following
four statements hold:
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(i) if u is approximately differentiable at x then for every function a E C'(Rk) the function +(u) is
approximately differentiable at x and
V(=(u))( )= VO(ii())Vu();
(ii) if v:i - Rk is a Borel function and
lim {Bp(z) n {y E n : u(y) = v(y)}l = 1
p- rO+ IB,(x)l
then x E fl \ S., i(x) = i(z), u is approximately differentiable at x if and only if v is approximately
differentiable at z and the approximate differentials are equal;
(iii) the function u is approximately differentiable at y if and only if all the k components u(i) are differen-
tiable;
(iv) the set V, = {y E i \ S,: il(z) Z oo, 3 Vu(y)} belongs to B(fl) and Vu: Vu --+ n,k is a Borel
function.
Proof. (i) It is formally similar to the proof of the classical chain rule for derivatives.
(ii) It is a straightforward consequence of proposition 1.1(iv).
(iii) Trivial.
(iv) By (iii), we can assume that k = 1. By [201, theorem 19 and theorem 21, both the statements are true
if the set
G = {(z, w) E (Li \ S,) x £n,/k: fi(x) - oo, there exists the approximate differential in x and w = Vu() }
belongs to B(l x nl,k). Let x E Lf \ Su, w E £Cn,k, g E C(Rt), p > 0 and let W(x, w, g, p) be defined by
W(') W) 9) P) = f 0 y IUM - fi(x) - W(y - ·1dl P |Y-z l ) dy.P ly - xl
where +(t) = 1 if 0 < t < 1 and +(t) = 0 otherwise. By the definition of approximate limit we get
G=n n u n {(x w) E (nl \Su) X Zn,k : U(Z) # 00, W(XWj9, P) < -}
gET nENpEN pEI, InQ
for every countable dense family of functions YF c C+(R). Since for every g E C(R) and every p > 0 the
mapping W(., -, g, p) is a Borel function, G is a Borel set. q.e.d.
We denote by BV(l) the space of functions u E L' (l) such that the distributional derivative is representable
by means of a measure Du: B(O) -* Rn of finite total variation. The functions u E BV(fl) are called
functions of bounded variation; for the main properties of these functions we refer to [22], [25], [39], [40].
The sets E E B(Oi) such that the characteristic function XE belongs to BV(fi) are called sets of finite
perimeter, or Caccioppoli sets. If u = XE, then the set Su defined by (1.3) coincides with the essential
boundary d*E of E, i.e.,
*E = {x E Q:limsup IB() E >0 and limsup IBp(x) \ El > }.
p--+O+ pn P pnpfl p--+O+
For every set E of finite perimeter in i1 we have (see [171, [39])
(1.7) IDXE I(B) = Xj-1(B n a*E) VB E B(LI).
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Moreover, Fleming-Rishel (see [23]) proved that the set
{t E R: {u > t} has not finite perimeter in f}
is negligible for every function u E BV(fl), and
+oo +oo
(1.8) IDul(B) = i lDx{,>t)I(B) dt = fo X._ 1(B n a*{ > t}) dt VB E B(f).
-oo -oo
We are particularly interested to properties concerning the approximate continuity and the approximate
differentiability of such functions. By an early result of De Giorgi ([17]) it follows that for every function
u E BV(Of) the set Su is countably (n - 1)-rectifiable, i.e.,
(1.9) Su= U KhUN
hEN
where X.n-x(N) = 0 and (Kh) is a sequence of compact sets, each contained in a C1 hypersurface rh.
Moreover, in Xn,-1 almost every x E Su there exists a triplet (u+(x), u-(z), vu(x)) E R x R x Sn - l such
that
(1.10)
lim p- lu(y) - u+(x)dy= lim P-n lu(y)-u-(x)Idy=0.
p-+O+f p-*O+ 
(YEBp(z):(y-z,v.(z)) >O} {B (yEB,) :(y-z,(z)) <0}
In particular, setting
r+ (x, v(x)) = (ye R": (y- x, vu(x)) > 0}, r- (x, vu(x)) = {y Rn : (y - x, vu ()) < 0},
there exist the approximate limits
(1.11) u+(x,Zvu(z)) = ap lim u(y), u-(z,vu(x)) = ap lim u(y).
vyEi+(,v,,(a)) YEff-(,(,v.(-))
The condition (1.11) means that in Xn-l-almost every x E Su the function u jumps between two asymptotic
values u+(x), u-(x). The triplet (u+, u-, v) is uniquely determined by (1.10) up to a change of sign of vU
and and interchange of u+, u- ([40]). In addition, the versor vz(x) is normal to Su in the following sense
([4], proposition 3.2, [22]): for every representation of Su as in (1.9) the versor vu,() is normal Xnl-almost
everywhere in Ka to the surface rh. Since
vr(x) = zvr,(z) Xn,-l-a.e. in rnr'
for every pair of C 1 hypersurfaces r, r', we obtain the following remarkable property:
(1.12) vu(x) = ± vv(z) NXnl-a.e. in Su n S,
for every pair of functions u, v E BV(Q).
Calderon-Zygmund (see [14]) proved that every function u E BV(fl) is approximately differentiable almost
everywhere, and the approximate differential Vu belongs to L1 (Q; Rn). In addition (see [4], proposition 3.1)
the distributional derivative Du can be written as
(1.13) Du = Vu. ZC, + (u + - u-)vU *. ,n-llS, + Cu
(note that (u+ - u-)vu does not depend on the choice of the sign of vu) where Cu is a measure singular
with respect to Cn, such that
(1.14) ICul(B) = 0 VB E B(fl) with ,-1(B) < +oo.
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In (1.13) the n-dimensional part of Du is given by Vu.- LC, the (n - 1)-dimensional part is given by
(u+ -u-)vuXnl Is,, and the 'intermediate" part is Cu. Thinking to the well known Cantor-Vitali function,
we call Cu the Cantor part of the derivative Du; for this function, in fact, Vu = 0 almost everywhere, S, = 0
and Du = Cu. We recall also that the total variation IDul can't assign positive measure to sets with Hausdorff
dimension less than (n - 1), because (1.8) implies IDuI(B) = 0 for every nI--negligible Borel set.
In this paper we shall consider functions of bounded variation which have null Cantor part of derivative.
We denote by SBV(Il) this space of functions. However, some of the problems we shall study may not be
coercive in SBV(nf) (the reasons of this will be clear in §3, see also example 5.3). This is the motivation of
the following definition (see also [181).
Let u: 1 -- Rk be a Borel function. We say that u is a generalized function of bounded variation in f if
(1.15) +(u) E BVlo¢ (l) V0 E Cl(Rk ) with supp(Vq) cc R k .
We denote by GBV(fQ; R k ) such class of functions. The class of functions GSBV(Q; R k ) is defined similarly,
by requiring +(u) E SBVoc, (f). In the case k = 1, it can be easily seen that
u E GBV (l; R) - (u A N) v -N E BV1 o,(11) VN E N
and a similar equivalence is true for GSBV(fl; R). In the case k > 1 the space of test functions 4 can be
taken equal to Co' (Rk), because no compact set disconnects Rk at infinity. If u E L' °°(; Rk), then
u E BVIoc(1; Rk) u E GBV(fl;Rk)
and the corresponding equivalence holds for GSBV(Q; Rk).
The generalized functions of bounded variation inherit many properties of the ordinary functions of bounded
variation. We state the most important in the following two propositions.
Proposition 1.3. Let u E GBV(fl;Rk). Then, the set Su is countably (n - l)-rectifiable. In addition,
there exists a Borel function v : Su -- S n - such that the approximate limits (1.11) exist N)n-1-almost
everywhere on Su.
Proof. Let 7 c Col(R k ) c C(R k) be a countable set of functions which separates points in C(Rk). By
proposition 1.1(v) we get
(1.16) Su = U S$()',
OE7
which implies, by (1.9), that S, is countably (n - 1)-rectifiable. Using (1.9), (1.12), (1.16), we can construct
a Borel function vu: Su -- Sn-i such that
Vu = ± vg() )n-l 1-a.e. in S$(u)
for every function 0 E 7. By the quoted properties of functions of bounded variation, the approximate limits
ap lim (u)(y), ap lim ~(u)(y)y--z y-"~
ysr+ (Z,YZ()) En- (z,v,,(e))
exist Xn_ 1-almost everywhere on Su(u). On the other hand, in the set Su\ So(u) both the approximate limits
exist and are equal to 0(u)(z). In conclusion, it is possible to find a Nn_1-negligible Borel set N c Su such
that the above approximate limits exist for every x E Su \ N and every b E 7. Thus, the statement follows
by proposition 1.2(v). q.e.d.
Given a Borel function vu: Su, -- S n - l as in the statement of proposition 1.3, by the same techniques
exploited in proposition 1.2(iv) it is possible to prove that the domains of the approximate limits (1.11)
belong to B(f). Moreover, u+ , u- defined by (1.11) are Borel functions in their domains.
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If u E BV(fL), then (1.10) implies that u+ , u- E R for Xn-l-almost every x E Su. On the contrary, for
GBV functions it may happen that
n-1({ E Su:u+() = oo or u-(Z)=oo}) >O.
proposition 1.4. Let u E GBV(fl; Rk). Then Vu exists almost everywhere in Q.
Proof. Let (#h) c Co (Rk; R k ) be a sequence of functions such that Oh(x) = x for every x E Bh(0). By the
Calderon-Zygmund theorem, all the functions k(u) are approximately differentiable almost everywhere in
0. Since almost every z E 0 is a point of density 1 for one of the sets ({ul < h}, the statement follows by
proposition 1.2(ii). q.e.d.
2. Compactness.
In this section we shall state some compactness theorems. Since we deal with functions which are not
necessarily summable (GBV functions), the most natural topology is given by (local) convergence in measure.
We recall that a sequence of Borel functions uh : 0 -- Rk converges in measure to a Borel function
u: -* R k if
lim I{ E K: Uh()-()I > e} = 0
h-+oo
for every compact set K c n and every e > 0. Every sequence converging almost everywhere converges in
measure, and every sequence converging in measure admits a subsequence converging almost everywhere to
the same limit.
Let 4: [0, +oo[--+ [0, +oo] be a convex non decreasing function satisfying the condition
(2.1) lim 4(t) +o,
t-+oo t
and let 0: [0, +oo] -- [0, +oo] be a concave non decreasing function such that
(2.2) lim = +o.
-- 0+ t
The following compactness theorem is a straightforward consequence of theorem 2.1 of [4], which deals with
the case k = 1.
Theorem 2.1. Let K c Rk be a compact set, and let (uh) C SBVIloC (; Rk) be a sequence such that
suN{ (IVuhl) dx + f 0(u+ -u|)dXJn-(x) <+00
0 S'h
and Uh(x) E K almost everywhere. Then there exists a subsequence (uh,) converging in measure to a
function u E SBVIo,(f); Rl). Moreover, u(X) E K almost everywhere and (Vuhk) weakly converges to Vu
in L'(A; £n,k) for every open set A c fl such that JAI < +oo.
The growth condition (2.1) on 4 is very natural in Calculus of Variations and guarantees compactness, in
the weak L' topology, of the approximate differentials. The condition (2.2) is necessary: if we take for
instance 0(t) = t, then it is possible to approximate the Cantor-Vitali function (which is not in SBV) by
step functions uh such that
sup f e(Iuh - u- ) dXo < +oo.
ShEN
Under assumption (2.2), the integral
f e(I. + - -I ) dn_1
" . I --- ~ill 1- I PC - I - - -a ~-s,
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has a fast growth when the jumps are small, and this guarantess compactness in SBVIoC (fl; Rk).
To deal with problems where no constraint {u E K} exists, the most natural domain seems to be the class
of functions GSBV(fl; Rk) ( see also [181). In fact, if for instance e = 1, there is no possibility to control
I Ju+ - u-d._I
by )n-l (Su), so that limit of functions uh which satisfy the integral condition of theorem 2.1 may have not
finite total variation.
On the other hand, under very mild assumptions on (uh), the sequence converges to a function u E
GSBV(f; Rk), as the following theorem shows.
Theorem 2.2. Let g(z, u): fl x Rk -* [0, +oo] be a Borel function, lower semicontinuous in u and satisfying
the condition
(2.3) lim g(, u) = +oo00 for a.e. E fl.
Iul--+oo
Let (Uh) c GSBV(fl; R k) be a sequence such that
sup { f (IVuhI)dx + f (Iuh+ -uh, )d -l(x) +f 9(, Uh) d} < +00.
hEN f f ffl S, ln
Then, there exists a subsequence (uh,) converging in measure to a function u E GSBV (f; Rh), and (Vuhk)
weakly converges to Vu in L'(A; £Zn,k) for every open set A c f such that IAI < +oo.
Proof. Let Y c Co (R k) be as in the proof of proposition 1.3. Applying a diagonal argument, we can find
a subsequence (ha) and functions vo E SBVoc (n) such that (uhJ,) converges almost everywhere to vt for
every 0 E 7. Since Rk is compact, and since 7 separates points in Ph, it can be easily seen that necessarily
Uhk converges almost everywhere to a Borel function u: l -- R'k such that +(u) = v, almost everywhere
for every S E 7. Let 9(x, u): fl x "k _-+ [0, +oo] be the extension of g obtained setting 9(x, oo00) = +00. By
our hypothesis, 9(x, u) is lower semicontinuous in u for almost every x E fi, and by Fatou's lemma we get
X(x,u)dx < lim inf (X, Uh,) dx < +00o,
n 0
so that, U(x) E Rh almost everywhere. Let t E C (Rk) be a functions such that VS has compact support.
Since the functions #(uh) converge almost everywhere to +(u), by theorem 2.1 we get that +(u) E SBVIloC ().
Since b is arbitrary, the function u belongs to GSBV(fl;Rk). By (2.1), the approximate differentials are
weakly compact in L1(A; £n,k) for every open set A C f with IAI < +oo. The weak convergence of the
approximate differentials can be easily proved using theorem 2.1 and test functions i as in proposition 1.4.
q.e.d.
3. Semicontinuity.
Let f: n x R k x Zn,k -- [0, +OOj, p: fn x AR x Ak x Sn- -- [0, +0o] be functions, and let us consider the
functional
F(u) = f (x, u, Vu) dx + f 'p(x, u+, ut, vu) dX,(x) u e GSBV(fl; R).
0 S,
By proposition 1.3 and proposition 1.4 the functional is well defined, provided f, !p are Borel functions, and
(3.1) so(X, i, v, V) = P(x , v ,-V).
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because the triplet (u+, u-, vu) is not uniquely determined. We shall always tacitly assume in this section
that all the integrands po satisfy this condition.
We are interested in finding necessary or sufficient conditions on f, o which ensure the lower semicontinuity
of the functional F with respect to convergence in measure. Since for the first integral many semicontinuity
criteria are available ([1], [27], [28], [11]), we shall study in particular the integral depending on Vp.
Let T c Rh be a finite set, and let BV(fl; T) be the set of all functions u E BV(fl; R k) such that u(x) E T
almost everywhere. The functional F is equal on BV(fl; T) to the functional
f f(x, u,O0) dx +f(P(xu, uu )dXn.())
n S,
If f(x, *, 0) is lower semicontinuous for almost every x E n, Fatou's lemma implies that
f (xu,O) dx liminf f (, uh,0) dx
0 0
for every sequence (Uh) converging in measure to u. Hence, on BV (t;T) the problem reduces to the
semicontinuity of functionals of the type
(3.2) f +(x, u+, u-, vu) dXn- 1(x)
where 0b: f x T x T x Sn-l [0, +oo] is a Borel function. The functionals in (3.2) act on partitions of
n in card(T) sets of finite perimeter labeled by the elements of T, and of course the condition T c R k is
not essential. This kind of functionals occur in many problems of mathematical physics and in particular in
problems of phase transitions (we refer to [29], [30], [101 for a wide bibliography on the subject).
In a joint paper with A.Braides the author has studied several conditions which are necessary and sufficient
for the semicontinuity of functionals of type (3.2). We recall briefly the main definitions and results of the
paper.
Definition. Let T c Rk be a finite set, and let i: T x T x S ' -l [0, +00] be a function. We say that 1b
is BV-elliptic if for every triplet (i, j, v) E T x T x Sn-l we have
(3.3) / p(u+, u-, vt,)dxn-I > /| b(i, j, )dX On 1 Vu E BV(f; T) with u* = uj Xn- l-a.e. on an,
s. nnHv
where f is a smooth open set containing 0, H,, = {x E Rn : (x, v) = 0}, the function uji is defined by
i if (X, i) > 0;
j if (X, V) < 0,
and u*, ui*j denote the inner traces on the boundary an of the functions u, uij respectively ([25], Chapter
2). It is not difficult to see that (3.3) does not depend on the choice of fl. The condition means that, among
all partitions u with the same boundary trace of uii, the minimal one is uii .
As its name suggests, this condition is closely related with the ellipticity conditions of geometric measure
theory (see for instance [22]). In [6] we have proved the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1. Let c > 0, and let ib : n x T x T x S - l [c, +oo[ be a continuous function. Then, a
necessary and sufficient condition for the functional in (3.2) to be lower semicontinuous in BV(n; T) with
respect to convergence in measure is the BV-ellipticity of +(zx, ., *, *) for every x E n.
Even if theorem 3.1 solves the problem of characterization of integrands 6 which define lower semicontinuous
functionals, the condition (3.3) is not completely satisfactory, because it is of integral type, and in general
it is not easy to be checked.
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In [6] various algebraic conditions on tk related to BV- ellipticity are studied, and they are also compared
with other definitions already existing in the literature (see [8]). The most important is given below.
Definition. Let T = {zl,...,zm} c Rk, let {el,...,em} be the canonical basis of Rm and let b :
T x T x S n -1 -] - oo, +oo] be a function. We say that ik is biconvex if there exists a convex and positively
1-homogeneous function 0: ,n,m -*] - oo, +oo] such that
(3-4) x(zi,ZY, Pi)lpl = e((ei - ei) 9 p) Vi, j E {1,...,m), i # j, p E R" \ o}(0).
We want to emphatize that (3.4) is an algebraic condition. Infact, since (3.4) determines 0 only on vectors
z E £C,,m of the form (ey - ei) ® p, the function 0 exists if and only if, denoting by ~ the 1-homogeneous
extension of t to T x T x Rn, we have
(3.5) (Zio, zjo,po) < E (ziA, ZjA , PA)
whenever
N
(ei0 - ejo) X po = (ei - eij) ® p in Ln,m, io ijo.
A=1
In [6], by using the Jensen inequality, we have proved also the following result.
Theorem 3.2. Every biconvex integrand 0b(u, v, v) is BV-elliptic.
It is possible to find many interesting examples of biconvex functions (see §5). There is a close similarity
between BV-ellipticity and Morrey quasi convexity on one hand, biconvexity and rank 1 convexity on the
other hand (see [12], [31] for the definitions of Morrey quasi-convexity and rank 1 convexity). A long standing
conjecture of nonlinear elasticity is the equivalence between quasi convexity and rank 1 convexity. We also
conjecture that BV-ellipticity and biconvexity are equivalent. One implication is given by theorem 3.2. The
idea to prove the opposite implication would be to show that each condition listed in (3.5) is necessary for
semicontinuity. This has been done for some of these conditions, but no general procedure has been found.
For instance, in the case
(ei - e3 ) ® v = (ei - ek) ® v + (ek - ej) 09 v
or
(ei -ej) ® (P1 +P2) = (ei - ej) ®Pi + (ei - ej) ® P2
the corresponding conditions
(Zi,Zji,V) < b(zzi,zk,v) + p(zk,Zj,v) VV ESS-1;
(3.6)
P (Zi,Z i, p) is convex in Rn ,
have been proved to be necessary for lower semicontinuity. In [6] it is possible to find a more detailed
discussion on this subject, enriched with examples and conjectures.
The proof of theorem 3.1 is rather technical, and follows closely the proof of similar results in geometric
measure theory ([22], 5.1.5). In contrast, we shall see in theorem 3.6 a much simpler proof of the suffi-
ciency of biconvexity for lower semicontinuity, not based on theorem 3.2. The proof relies on the following
approximation scheme
(3.7) b(Z, Zi, zj, v) = sup (Vh(x, zi) - Vh(xz, , i) z E fl, i # j, v E Sn-,
hEN
where Vh: 1 x T -* R ' is a suitable sequence of continuous functions . By a standard technique (see [19],
[2], [3]), the semicontinuity of the functional in (3.2) can be desumed by the semicontinuity of functionals
(Vh(x, u+) - Vh(z, u-), vu)+ dX)n_ A c f open, h E N
AnS,
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and this is done using chain rule for derivates of compositions of BV functions with Lipschitz functions ([7],
[39], [40]) and integrating by parts (see also the proof of theorem 3.6).
We say that an integrand i : Rk Rk x Sn - 1 - [0, +oo] is BV-elliptic (respectively, biconvex) if the
restriction to T x T x Sn-i is BV-elliptic (respectively, biconvex) for every finite set T c Rk.
The following theorem shows that BV-ellipticity, together with continuity of the integrand and with a growth
condition is sufficient for semicontinuity.
Theorem 3.3. Let c > 0, and let yo: f x Rk x Rk x S n - l - [c, +oo[ be a continuous function such
that vo(x, *,, *) is BV-elliptic for every x E Q. Then, for every sequence (uh) C SBV(fl; Rk) n LI (fi; Rk)
converging in measure to u E SBV (f'; Rk) and satisfying the conditions
(i) M = sup IIUKhIIo < +oo;
hEN
(ii) Vuh is an equi-integrable sequence in L1 (A; £n,/k) for every open set A cc 1;
we have
(3.8) J o(x u+ u ,v ud)On-l (x)< lim inf f (p(x,uh Vs, Uh) dXn-1 ().
S,, Sth
Proof. It is not restrictive to assume that uh converges to u almost everywhere and
L = lim inf o(z,Uh , uh Vuh) d)n-_1 (x) -= lif+m (x, uh h v) d- 1 () < +00
Sr, Sh
hence
(3.9) limsup Xn1 (Su,,) < - < +0o.
h-++oo C
Moreover, we shall assume for simplicity that M < 1, so that all the functions uh and u take their values in
the set ]0, 1[k. Since n can be approximated by an increasing sequence of open sets Ah CC fl, we assume that
So is uniformly continuous in nIx]O , l[kx]O, 1I[kXSn- and we denote by w: [0, +oo[- [0, +oo[ a continuous
function such that w(0) = 0 and
I ,(x, U, v, v) - p(x, ue, v', V) I_< (IU - U'I + IV - V'I) Vx E f, U, V, U, V EO, [1 k, v E S" - .
We also assume that fi is bounded and (VUh) is equi-integrable in Ll(f; n,¢k).
We approximate the functions Uh by step functions, dividing the set 10, 1[k in small cubes. Since we need
step functions whose singular set is not too large, a careful choice of the sides of the cubes is needed, and
this choice depends on the index h. Let p E N, p 2 2 and let Ap C n be an open set such that
Sup IVUhI d < 2-P, A U Suh u S..
AhEN N
We set
Bh = Ap \ Su..
By Fleming-Rishel formula (1.8), it is possible to find real numbers ¢,h such that
(3.10) {x E n: U( )(x) > ih} has finite perimeter in fi and l{x E 1f: u ( () =  ih) } = 0;
-"" ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ¢~-} = o ; -- ----
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2i- 2 2i- 1(3.11) $zh  2p ' 2p 
2ril/p
for every i E {1,..., p}, j E {1,..., k}, h E N. We also set ~gh = 0 and Y+-l,h = 1. We denote by S the set
of functions a: {1,...,k} -- ({0,...,p}, and we set
Qo,h = {Z i R : ~g(j),h < Z ( i ) < C(i)+l,h ¥j E (1,..., k}};
Eo,,h = {x2 E n : Uh() E Q,,h}, ) = (j)
P
By (3.10), the sets {Eah},ES are mutually disjoint, have finite perimeter in fl and ?r, E Q,h. By (3.11),
(3.12) the functions
Vh(X) = O{ if x E E,ah for some a ES
0 otherwise.
belong to BV(nf;Rk) and IIUh - vhllo < 2k/p. Since Ap \ Bh C Su,, we have (recall (1.12))
f 'P(XI, V h v, VVh) dn-1 () (X Uh Uh 4kh) dOnx-1 () + (-) Xn-1(Suh) -
ApnS, \Bh S(h
Moreover, by our choice of ,h and of the open set Ap we get by (3.12)
f p(x, v+,Iv, vh,) dOn--l(z) < CXn.l(Svh n Bh) < C)(n-1(U a Eh n Bh) <
Sh nBh ES
Uh'2. > 1}nB) p I Dusj) I(Bh) Ckp2-P,< Cp 
-(a{ n )() > i} n B(a Cp• ,u)(B)< Ckp2- ,
j=1 i=1 j=1
where C = sup{p(x, u, v, v): x E n, lul < 1, Ivl < 1, v E Sn-l}. Adding these two inequalities, we get
(3.13) | I Vh I V) /vh)dYOn-1 (x) < P(x, u U, I Uh) dOn 1 (x) + w (-) 4 (Su) + Ckp2P
ApnS,, Sph
In particular, we get
limsup X,-l (A n S,,) < [L+w( ) +Ckp2-P] < +oo
h-*+o C P C
so that, by theorem 2.1, the sequence (vh) is relatively compact with respect to convergence in measure in
Ap. Let T = {r'},E$s. Possibly passing to a subsequence, we can assume that
2i-2 2i--
fh ' [ 2p ' 2p ] Vi E ,...,p+ 1}, j{1,...,k},
and (Vh) converges almost everywhere in Ap to a function wp E SBV(Ap;Rk) with values in T. Let
Q0 C [0, 1]k be the set of vectors (z('), ... , z()) such that
(ji) j) < < z (jf)+il Vj E {1,...,k},
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and let
wp- t7'XE,,, Ed E B(Ap).
rES
Since Uh converges almost everywhere to u, it is easy to see that IE, \ u-'(Q,)I = 0, so that
E, c A, n u-l(Z)
up to negligible sets. Applying theorem 3.1 we get
| p(x, wp+ X wpX, vp) dO_ 1 (x) S lim inf V (xC Vhx VW) ash ) dn (X)XJf~ ~~~~- h-+oo f
A pnS,, A ns,,
which, together with (3.13) gives
(3.14) ] >(x, wp,,, w, v) d 1nl(x) < L + w(-)-+ Ckp2-P.
ApnS,,
Now we shall achieve the proof by letting p -. +oo. Let e > 0 be given, and let po E N such that all the
diameters of the sets Q, with p 2 po are less than e/3. By (1.16), in in-I almost every x - Su such that
Iu+(x) - u- (x)I > e the sets
{y E £: Iu(y) - u+()l < 3}, {y E n :u(y)- -(z)j< 3},
have density 1/2 at x, hence, since E, is essentially contained in u-l(Q~), we have
S, = {$ E SU: IU+(x) - u-(x)1 > e} c (Ap n SWP) u N
for every p > po, for a suitable Borel set N with Xn- 1 (N) = 0. Moreover, by (1.12) we get
vw, = ±tvu XnJ_-almost everywhere in S,.
Since Iwp - ul is essentially bounded by 2k/p in A,, the functions
( w+(x) if v,(x) = VU(x); (Wp(X) if VW() = );
, V+ i( X,) = ,V,;(z) = 
w (x) otherwise, wt+(x) otherwise,
converge uniformly to u+ , u- on Se, hence
/(zu+, u-, Yvu)dn-l (x) < liminf/ | (x,v v , vu) d.- 1 (x) <J P4+Co f
SC SC
<liminf | (x,w+, wp,vp)d)Jn-_(x) < liminf | ( x wp, ) wp) dOn-l (x) < L.
S ApnS,,,p
Since S, T Su as e I 0, the inequality follows. q.e.d.
Theorem 3.3 is not completely satisfactory, because we do not allow vp to take the value +oo, thus excluding
the possibility to include some constraints of the variational problem into the functional to be minimized.
We shall improve theorem 3.3 by assuming on Sp biconvexity instead of ellipticity. To do this, we first need
to give some definitions.
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Definition. We denote by Mo the space of measures p : Rk -+ R n of finite total variation such that
,(Rk) = 0, and we endow it by the weak* topology given by the duality
(p,V) = E f V(')(x) d(i)(z() V E Co(Rk;Rn)
i=lfl
where Co(Rk; Rn) is the space of continuous functions vanishing at infinity. Let A c Mo be defined by
A = {p(6 - 6b): p E Rn, a, b E Rk}
where p&z denotes the Dirac measure
p iffzEB;
p6S(B)= BE B(R k )
0 otherwise,
and let co(A) C Mo be the convex hull of A, i.e.,
N
co(A) j= { : N 6 N. 1P,- ,PNE A}
By the Hahn-Banach theorem, co(A) is w*- dense in Mo, because any linear continuos functional vanishing
on A corresponds to a constant function. To each function o : Rk x Rk x Sn - -- [0, +oo] satisfying (3.1)
there corresponds in a natural way a positively 1-homogeneous function : A --A [0, +oo] by setting
0(p(6. - 6b)) = po(a, b, iP)!plI Va,b E Rk, a Z b, p E R" \ {0).
It is now easy to see that S is biconvex if and only if there exists a convex function S6 which extends P to
co(A). If condition (3.5) is satisfied, the function 0 can be defined by
>(Iu) = inf { O(li) : N E N. A, * * *, IAN A}
for every measure p E co(A). We say that p is a regular biconvex function if a stronger condition is satisfied:
there exists a convex and weakly* lower semicontinuous function @: Mo -* [0, +oo] such that ~ = - on A.
A simple characterization of regular biconvex functions is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Let p: Rhk X Sr n -l [0, +oo] be a function. Then, so is regular biconvex if and only if
(3.15) so(a, b, v) = sup (Vh(a) - Vh(b), vL) Va, b E Rh, a $ b, v E S n - 1
hEN
for a suitable sequence of functions Vh E Co(Rk; Rn).
Proof. If S satisfies condition (3.15), the function
(3.16) ,(A) = sup (Vh, A)
hEN
is the required extension of s to Mo. Conversely, if a convex and lower semicontinuous extension ( exists, we
can assume with no loss of generality that 0 is positively 1-homogeneous. Then by the Hahn-Banach theorem
it is possible to find a sequence (Vh) C Co(Rk; R n ) such that (3.16) holds. In particular, if / = v(6a - 6b),
with b $ a, we find
so(a, b, v) = g0(p) = 0(ju) = sup (VhiF) = sup (Vh(a) - Vh (b), v)
hEN hEN
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and the statement is proved. q.e.d.
We shall see in §5 some examples of regular biconvex functions. By lemma 3.4, regular biconvexity implies
the lower semicontinuity of the function in the set
{(a,b,v) E Rk xR k x Sn- : a b}.
It is not clear whether the opposite implication is true, that is, if biconvexity and lower semicontinuity in
the above set imply regular biconvexity.
A well known technique exploited to prove lower semicontinuity theorems in spaces of functions which are,
in some weak sense, differentiable goes back to the pioneeristic papers of L. Tonelli ([37]) and J. Serrin ([36]).
This technique is based on the integration by parts. Recently, by using this method, De Giorgi, Buttazzo
and Dal Maso and the author ([2], [3], [19]) have proved general semicontinuity results for functionals of the
type
f f(x, u,Vu) dx u E Wl"'(n)
n
where the integrand f(x, u, p) may also be very discontinuous in (x, u).
Also in this case we want to use the same ideas, and we need a rule to compute the distributional derivative
Dv, where u E SBV(1; Rk), f E C'(Rk; Rm ) and v = f(u). This problem has been studied by A.I. Vol'pert
in [39], even in the case u E BV(f; Rk). For functions u E SBV(0f; Rk ) his result can be summarized as
follows:
(3.17) Dv(B n Su) = f (f(+) - f(u-)) ® vu dI_, VB E B(f)).
BnS,
where p ® q E Cn,k is the tensor product of p E Rk and q E RI, and
(3.18) Vv = Vf(u)Vu a.e. in Q.
In a recent joint paper with G. Dal Maso (see [71), the author has proved that (3.17) remains valid even if
the function f is only Lipschitz continuous. In this case, (3.18) may be meaningless, because Vf may not
exist on the range of u. Our result shows that for almost every x E I1 the restriction of the function f to the
tangent space
T = {Z E R k : z = u() + (Vu(x), p), p E R}
is differentiable at u(x), and
Vv = V(flT$1)Vu a.e. in in.
The following lemma is a straightforward consequence of (3.17), (3.18).
Lemma 3.5. Let V E Cl(Rk;Rn), and let u E SBV(fl;Rk). We have
J (V(u+)- V(,t-),vu)g(x) dX-,L(x) + f g(x) E a d (Vu, Vg) d
Ans. A i=1 j=1 A
for every open set A c fl, for every function g E C' (A).
Now we have at our disposal all the tools to prove:
Theorem 3.6. Let c > 0 and let po: R k x R k x Sn - 1 -- [c, +oo] be a regular biconvex function. Then, for
every sequence (Uh) C SBV(f; Rk) n Lo (f; R k ) converging in measure to u E SBV(f; R k) and satisfying
the conditions
(i) M = sup hluhl[1 < +oo;
hEN
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(ii) Vuh is an equi-integrable sequence in L1(A; n,k) for every open set A cc Q;
we have
~(3.1~9) |p(u + , u- , vu) dXn- 1 (x ) < liminf / (u+ , u, vu ) dXn-1 (x).Jf~ ~~~- h-+oo+o h J
S, S'h
Proof. It is not restrictive to assume that
L = liminff po(u + , uh, vu,) dXn-1(x)= li+m f (u, uU du) On1(x$) < +0,
SIh St,&
so that
(3.20) limsup Xn- 1 (SUh) - < +0o.
h-+oo C
By lemma 3.4, we can find a sequence of continuous functions Vh: Rk -- Rn such that
(3.21) 5o(a, b, v) = sup (Vh(a) - Vh(b), v) Va, b E R k, a ¢ b, v E S n - 1.
hEN
It is not difficult to see that (3.21) implies (see for instance [19])
|f p(vv v-, v) On- 1 (x) = SUP E f (Vi (v+ -Vi (v-), v.)+ On - (2)
S, i= AinS
,
for every function v E SBV((; Rk), where the supremum is taken over all N E N and over all the families
A 1 ,..., AN of mutually disjoint open sets with closure compact in f. Hence, we are led to prove that for
every open set A cc Sf and for every continuous function V: R -- R n we have
(3.22) f (V(u +) - V(u-), vu) + dl,-l(() < liminf f (V(u )-V(u-), v.)U d.n- 1(2).J h--+-o J -
AnS,, AnS,,
By (3.20), since V can be uniformly approximated in {z: lzj < M) by smooth functions, there is no loss of
generality if we assume that V E C'(Rk; Rn).
Let e > 0 be given; by assumption (ii) on (VUh), we can find an open set B c A such that
sup f IVthl dx < e, B U S, U Su.
B hEN
Let 7 = {g E C'o(B) :0 < g < 1}. By lemma 3.2 we get
f (V(u+) - V(u), vu)+dX- 1(2) = sup{ f (V(u+) - V(u-), vu)g(x)dX l (x) : g E 
AnS,, AnS,
< Ce +sup{f/(V(u),Vg) dz: 9 E }) Ce + liminf suP{ (V(Uh), Vg) d: g E Y} <
A A
< 2C + lim inf (V(u) )- ), d O.n-1 (x)
AnSIh
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where C > 0 is a constant depending only on V, A, M. Since e > 0 is arbitrary, the proof of the theorem is
achieved. q.e.d.
By a standard localization argument, it is possible to prove theorem 3.6 also for integrands +(x, u, v, v)
depending on x, provided the functions (x,,(z-, -) are regular biconvex for every x E f and the functions
(., u, v, v) are equicontinuous in f when u, v vary in compact sets, and v E Sn- l . In such a case, one can
approximate the function tb(x, u, v, v) by the sums
N
E XU ($) (Xi, us V, M)
i=l
with N E N, Ui mutually disjoint open sets, and xi E Ui.
Using the property
u E GSBV(n; Rh) * +(u) E SBVlo(f(n) ¥V E Co(Rk)
it is possible to prove also lower semicontinuity theorems in GSBV(fl; Rk). Let R: n - [0, +oo[ be a
convex and positively 1- homogeneous functions such that
< c < i(v) < < +oo, +(v) = t(-v) v E Sn- 1,
and let E8: [0, +ooH[- [c, +oo[ be a concave, non decreasing function. We set E(+oo) = sup{e(t) : t > 0}
and loo - zl = +oo for every u E R k .
Theorem 3.7. Let (uh) c GSBV(fl; R) be a sequence converging in measure to u E GSBV(fl; Rk), and
assume that (Vuh) is equi-integrable in L1 (A; £n,k) for every open set A cc f. Then
,e(Iu+-u- 1)tb(vu)dxOn_ (x) <liminf / e(l+uh -UhJl)k(vU O)d_-l(x).
S1, STft
Proof. The function
p(u, v, v) = e(lu - vl)¢b(v) u, v E Rk, v E Sn-,
is regular biconvex (see §5), because 8(s + t) < O(s) + O(t). We set op(oo, u, v) = 0(+oo)tb(v) for every
u E R k , v E Sn-1. Let 7 c C(Rk U {oo}) be a countable set of functions such that supp(V¢)cc Rk for
every b E jr, and
(3.23) Iu - vl = sup 1+(u) - O(v)l Vu, v E Rk u {oo}, u $ v,
(one can take for instance fpq(x) = p A Ix - q[ with p E N and q E Qk). Proposition 1.1 and proposition 1.2
yield
V(O(u)) = VO(u)Vu a.e. in fl, u = U sO(u),
and
((u)) +((u))- = [1(u+) - (u-)|l _1-a.e. in Sq(u) c Su
for every function u E GSBV(f;R R) and every function 0 E 7. Applying theorem 3.6 and recalling (2.12)
we get
I 8(Il,(u+) - ((u-)l)(v,,u) Odn- 1,(x) < liminf f (I (u,+)-¢ (u,)l),(vu,,,) dn-_1(Zx) <
AnS^p,) AnS,,
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< liminf f e(lu + - UI )(vtu) dn-l(x)
AnS,4
for every open set A C fl. To obtain the statement, we have only to remark that (3.23) implies
f e('u+-u-j)(vu)dX),,n.(x) = sup { f O(lli(u+i) -i(-) (u)d-l(x)
Su. i=ASAis, (.
where N E N, A, ... , AN are mutually disjoint open subsets of fl and 01, ... , tON E F. q.e.d.
4. Existence theorems.
Our existence theorem is a straightforward consequence of theorem 2.1 and theorem 3.3.
Theorem 4.1. Let So: fl x Rk X R k X Sn - l -- [0, +oo[ be a function satisfying the hypotheses of theorem
3.3. Let f(z, s, p): n x R x Ln,k --* [0, +oo[ be a Borel function, lower semicontinuous in (s, p) and convex
in p, such that
f(x, S,P) > _(Ipl) VX E 0n,9 E Rk, p E Zn,k,
with 4(t) as in (2.1). Then, for every compact set K c Rk, the problem
mini f f(x, u, Vu) dx +f O(x, uI, U, IV) dXYl( x): u e SBVIoc(l; R'), u(x) E K a.e. in nf
0 S,
has a solution in SBVIoC (Q; Rk )
Proof. Let (uh) c SBVlo c ( fl;Rk) be a minimizing sequence for the problem. By theorem 2.1, we can
assume that (uh) converges in measure to a function u E SBVIoc(,(;Rk). Of course, the function u still
satisfies the constraint u E K almost everywhere. The conditions (i), (ii) of theorem 3.3 are satisfied, because
4 has a more than linear growth at infinity. Hence
(4.1) | P(x, u ,I I,) d)On- l (x) < lim inf Sp(X, Uh I Uh X ,uh,) dn-l 1 (x).
S, Sh
On the other hand, since the approximate differentials weakly converge in L1 (A; Zn,,k) for every bounded
open set A c fl, the Ioffe lower semicontinuity theorem (see [271, [281) yields
f (x, , Vu) dx < liminf f(X, h, Vh)dx.
0 n
This inequality and (4.1) imply that u is the required solution of the minimization problem. q.e.d.
Many variants of theorem 4.1 are possible. For instance, if one needs to consider unbounded integrands
6(u, v, v), one requires regular biconvexity instead of BV-ellipticity, and using theorem 3.4 proves the exis-
tence of a solution of the problem
min{f f(x, u, Vu) dx + Jf (u, , tu-)dY.-(x):u E SBV(fl; R), u(x) E K a.e. in }.
n S,
A different formulations of theorem 4.1 can be given in GSBV(fl; Rk), when there is no constraint u E K.
In this case, one can apply lower semicontinuity theorem 3.7 for the ajump" part of the functional. For the
first part, it can be exploited the extension of Ioffe's theorem proved by Balder (see [111).
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5. Examples.
In this section we shall discuss about possible applications of our existence theorems to various recent
variational problems.
5.1: Some examples of regular biconvex integrands.
Let us consider the functions o(u, v, v): Rk x R k x Sn - l - [0, +oo[ of the form
P(u, v, v) = e(u, v)+P(v)
with 6 : RI -t [O,+oo[ convex and positively 1- homogeneous function such that +(p) = fb(-p) and
: R k x Rk , [0, +oo0[ such that 8(a, b) = e(b, a). For this class of integrands, BV- ellipticity and
biconvexity are equivalent and can be easily checked.
Proposition 5.1. (i) If o is BV-elliptic, (p 4 0, then
(5.1) 0(a, b) < e(a, c) + e(c, b) Va, b, c E Rk.
(ii) If e satisfies condition (5.1), then So is biconvex.
Proof. (i) Follows easily by the definition of BV-ellipticity (see also (3.6)).
(ii) Let O(a, b) = e(a, b) if a # b and O(a, b) = 0 if a = b. Let a-8 be the set of subdifferentials of b, i.e.,
8-0 = {z E R": +(p) > (z,p) Vp E Rn}.
It is easy to see that (5.1) yields
(5.2) (a, b,v) = sup{(e(a, c)z- e(b, c)z,p): c E R k, z E a-)}.
On the other hand, all the function of the type
(V(a) - V(b), v)
with V: Rk -* R" are biconvex, because equality holds in (3.5). Hence, (p is biconvex. q.e.d.
Let e: [0, +oo[-* [0, +oo[ be a concave function. Then the integrand
(u,, v) = e(ju - vl)?t(v)
of theorem 3.7 is regular and biconvex. The biconvexity follows directly by proposition 5.1. Let ek (t) =
e(t) A kt. Since
ek(lu - VI)+P(V) = SUP((ek(Iu - cI)z - ek(IV - CI)Z, V) : Z e a- , c E R k)
all the integrands ek(lu - vl) P(vi) are regular and biconvex. The equality
P(u, v, ) = sup ek (u - Vl) b(v) u, v E Rk, u # v, E S -
kEN
implies the regularity of op.
A remarkable example of regular biconvex integrands is given by functions of the form
v(u, v, v) = IP(u, v) + IP(v, -v)
with i&(u, p): R k x Rn --* [0, +oo0] lower semicontinuous function, convex and positively 1-homogeneous in
p. In this case, the convex and weak* lower semicontinuous extension of ( is given by (see [34], and [3],
theorem 4.4)
| +(·' dCLA (z)) dlpl(z)-
RA;
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Example 5.2: A functional of pattern recognition problems.
Let f c R" be a bounded open set, a, hi > 0 and let w : f --. R be a bounded Borel function. Let us
consider the following problem:
(5.3) inf{ f IVu12dx+ )lnxi(K)+a f Iw-ul2dz},
n\K n\K
where the minimization is made over all pairs (u, K) such that K is a closed subset of (0 and u E W' 2 (n \K).
Let us call Li the infimum in (5.3). We consider now a weak formulation of problem (5.3) in SBV(f}):
(5.4) min{f Vul 2 d + X- (S) + I u 2 dx: u E SBV(Q)}.
n n
By theorem 4.1, problem (5.4) has a solution. Infact, let c = llwl1,o; since Sc^Av- c C S and
f fV(cAuV-c)2 d+ w-c AuV -cl 2 dx <f lVul 2 dx+ xf lw-u 2 dx
we restrict the minimization to functions u essentially bounded by c. Let us call L2 the minimum value of
the functional. We claim that Li = L2. The inequality L1 > L2 is not very difficult, and it is a consequence
of the following proposition (for a different proof, see [15]):
Proposition 5.2. Let K c Of be a closed set such that )Nn-l (K) < +oo and let u E W1l1 (fn \ K) n L-° (¶).
Then, u E SBV(0) and ,- 1(Su \ K) = 0.
Proof. We give only a sketch of the proof, leaving the details to the reader. Let Ir c R1 be an arbitrary
hyperplane normal to v E Sn - l, and let
= {t E R :x + tv E }, u,(t) = u(x + t)
for every x E ir. By theorem 3.3 of [4], it will be sufficient to show that us E SBV(fnl) for X_,--almost
every x E Ir, and
f IDu.l(lx)d .-X(x) <+oo, 1 {y fE : y = x + tv, x , t E s \.. K)= 0.
This can be easily done recalling that X)n-1 > )(n-ll,r x )o (see [22], 2.10.27), hence Qf n {t: x + tv E K}
has finite cardinality for X,-n_-almost every x E Ir. q.e.d.
The opposite inequality L2 > Li is much more difficult. Let u E SBV(02) be a minimizer of (5.4). A partial
regularity theorem recently proved by De Giorgi-Carriero-Leaci (see [151) shows that u E Cl(i \ Su) and
Xn- 1 (S, n f \ Su) = 0. Therefore, if we take K =-u n f, then u E W1'2 (f \ K) and
f IvuI2 dx + 8n- (K) +a f U- _Wr12 dx = f Vu12 dx +Pni- (Su) + af Iu- wl2 dx.
n\K n\K 0 n
In the particular case n = 2, this type of variational problem seems to be suitable to model pattern recognition
problems in Computer Vision Theory (see for instance [32], [331). In this case w is the image, tipically given
by a camera and corrupted by noise, and the set K represents the edges of the "real" image.
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Example 5.3: Approximation by piecewise afflne functions.
Let Ol c R n be a bounded open set. We say that a function u E W 1' 2 (Q) is piecewise affine if u is continuous
and
N
Vu = CE aiXv, (x) a.e. in Q,
i=l
with al,. .. ,aN E R n and V1 ,... ,VN open polyhedral sets such that
N
In\Uvl=o.
i=1
Let w E L2 (0), a, f > 0 and let us consider the problem
(5.5) inf {a f Iu- w2 dx + f ul dz + PX),-1(7 u): u W12(c), upiecewise affine,
0 0
where 3u is the set of discontinuities of Vu. The functional in (5.5) takes into account the distance (in
L2 (QC)) of w and u, and too large derivatives and too irregular level sets of Vu are penalized by In IVuI 2 dx
and kl9n-1 (3u) respectively.
Since Vu E SBV(Cf;RnI) for every piecewise affine function u, it is natural to give to problem (5.5) the
following weak formulation: we set
9 = {(uv) e W"'2 (l) x GSBV(0l;R) : Vu = v, Vv = 0 a.e. in Q
and
1(u, V) = a u- W2 dx + IV2 dx + PXn- (SV)-
n n
Using theorem 2.2 and theorem 3.7 we easily see that there exists (uo, vo) E g such that
f(uo, vo) = min{( (u, v) : (u, v) E 9}.
The function uo E W1X2 (fl) can be condidered a weak solution of problem (5.5). A reasonable conjecture is
that Y(uo, Vuo) is equal to the infimum in (5.5), and it would be interesting to know whether uo is a piecewise
affine function or not. It is to be noted that the functional ' is not coercive in . n WI, 2 (f) x SBV(0; Rn),
because there is no possibility to control the integral
f Iv+-v-ld _(x).
Example 5.4: A class of free boundary problems.
Let fl c R n be a bounded open set, let f : Cl x Rk X n,,,k - [0,+oo] be as in theorem 4.1, and let
(x, p): Rk x R n - [0, +oo] be a lower semicontinuous function, convex and positively 1-homogeneous in
p. Let r c Rk be an arbitrary compact set; to fix the ideas, we shall assume that 0 I r. Let us consider
the problem
(5.6) infi f (x, u, Vu) dx+ f (u*, v) dXn-(x) : ID = c, u E W11 (D; R) }
D AD
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where D varies in the open subsets of 0 with piecewise C' boundary, u* is the trace on the boundary AD,
v is the inner normal to D, and u(x) E r almost everywhere.
A natural weak formulation of problem (5.6) in SBV(fl; R k ) is the following: we set r' = r U {O} and we
identify the pair (u, D) with the function v E SBV (l; R k) defined by
u(x) if x E D;
0 otherwise.
Then, the problem (5.6) becomes
(5.7) inf {f (xV, Vv) dx + f (v+ v vv) dXnil(x) :v E SBV(0;Rk), I{vu = = }
n S,,
where f(x,u,p) ifuEr;
f(x,p) 0 if u = 0;
.+00 if u ',
and
( ,(u, v) ifv = 0;
(5.8) (u, v, v) = ,b(v, -v) if u = 0;
+oo otherwise.
If fi > c > 0, theorem 2.1 implies that the functional (5.7) is coercive in SBV(0f; Rk). On the other hand,
the functional is not necessarily lower semicontinuous, because (5.8) allows only jumps between a point in
r and 0. To deal with a lower semicontinuous functional, we must assign a finite energy to discontinuities
corresponding to points where u+ and u- both belong to r. The most natural way to do it is to relax the
functional in (5.6), setting
(5.9) F(v) = inf lim inff (x, v, Vv) dx +f (+v- v,) dxnl (x): v in measure
0 S,
for every function v E SBV(fl;Rk). We conjecture that the relaxed functional F admits the following
representation
(5.10) i(v) = f(x, v,Vv) dx + f (v+, v-, v,) dO..(x)
n S,
for every v E SBV(fl; Rk), where
(5.11) V(u, v, v) = xr,(u) b(u, v) + Xr, (v)4(v, -v).
Recalling the remarks following proposition 5.1, the functional in the right hand side of (5.10) is lower
semicontinuous and admits minimum. The inequality > in (5.10) is consequence of the lower semicontinuity
of the functional in the right hand side. The opposite inequality, which is only conjectured, requires an
explicit construction of the minimizing sequences in (5.9), which might be done placing along S, a strip
(whose thickness tends to 0) on which the functions vh are 0.
It must be noted that the integrand y6 is equal to b for jumps between u E r and 0, and it is the greatest
function with this property among biconvex integrands (recall (3.6)).
We are hopeful that such mathematical formulation of problem (5.6) could be useful to solve problems of
static theory of liquid crystals. In this case, n c R3, r = s2 c R3 , and the function u(x) in (5.6) represents
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the average direction (optic axis) of the crystal. Tipically, the functions f(x, u, p) contains contributions due
to electric and magnetic fields, plus the Oseen-Frank energy (see [21], [241)
kl(divu)2 + k2l(u, curlu) 12 + k3lu A curlul2 + (k2 + k4)(tr(Vu) 2 - (divu)2 ),
with ki constants depending on temperature. The integrand ib is frequently taken as ([26], [38])
b(u, V) = r(1 + WI(u, V)12)
with r > 0 and w > -1, and represents the interface energy with an isotropic liquid.
Problem (5.6) has been studied when D and the boundary values are prescribed (the so-called strong an-
choring problem, [13], [26]) or in the case when, being the constant c very small, the first term is negligible
with respect to the second one ([8], [37], [41]).
The formulation above in SBV(f; R k ) could perhaps be useful to deal with intermediate problems. The
choice of Vt in (5.11) corresponds to imagine an infiltration of the isotropic liquid along the discontinuity.
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